SmartSpace aims to create calm order in homes by sorting,
tidying, organising and de-cluttering your space - so that
you have the time and energy to focus on the more
important things in your life.
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Too many clothes
for the space?
SmartSpace will help you sort
your clothes so you can clearly
see what you own. We will then
simplify your wardrobe and reorganise clothes in a practical
and attractive way. Your
wardrobe will soon give
you pleasure again.

Can't find important
documents? Not sure what to
keep and where?
SmartSpace will sort and then
store your papers in a filing
system you will be able to
maintain. You'll feel much lighter
when your paperwork
mountain diminishes.

Does your home need to be
presented for sale? Need help
unpacking at the other end?
SmartSpace will stage your
home ready for photos and
viewings and help you declutter.
Then, in your new home, only the
items you use or enjoy will be
organised into their new space imagine that!

Need to optimise your space
or change a room's purpose?
SmartSpace will re-invent an
area or room by using and
moving your furniture and
accessories. Improving the flow
of your home and using spaces
as they should, will re-energise
you and your living environment.
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further services
These are just some of the ways SmartSpace can re-inspire your space.
You may have other belongings or areas that you feel overwhelmed with, such as
your photo and book collections, children's toys, garage, loft, kitchen ....
The initial free, no obligation, consultation will give us an opportunity to meet each other, for you to ask me any
questions and for me to find out how I can help you based on your priorities, aims, budget and timescale.

about SmartSpace
Rest assured you will not be made to give up any belongings you don't feel ready to let go of.
Guidance and tips on storage, de-cluttering and being organised will be given during the
sessions, but its totally your choice as to the level you want to go to - it has to work for you.
I have a background in Office Management which involved changing systems to suit
changing offices. I am passionate about the benefits of living in organised spaces and would
like to share this with others. I will be respectful of your home and belongings and will
provide a practical, calm, non judgemental service.

laura@smartspace.je

07797 779962

